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ABSTRACT 
Let K,, KS he cones. We say that K, is a subcone of Kz if EktK, cJW Kp 
Furthermore, if K1 # K2, K1 is called a proper subcone; if dimK, =dim K2, K, is 
called a non-degenerate s&cone. We first prove that every n-dimensional indecom- 
posable cone, n > 3, contains a non-degenerate indecomposable subcone which has 
no more than Zn-2 extremals. Then we construct for each n > 3 an n-dimensional 
indecomposable cone with exactly 2n-2 extremals such that each of its proper 
non-degenerate subcones is decomposable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The cones we shall be concerned with lie in a finite dimensional real 
vector space and are assumed to be convex, topologically closed and pointed 
(but not necessarily full). For definitions and notation the reader may refer to 
[ 11. Given cones K,, K,, we say that K, is a subcud of K, if Ext K, c Ext K,. 
(Then clearly K, c K,.) Furthermore, if K,# K,, K, is called a proper 
subcone; if dimK, =dimK,, K, is called a non-degenerate subcone. (By the 
dimension of a cone K, denoted by dimK, we mean dimspanK, where 
span K is the smallest linear subspace containing K .) 
Obviously any n-dimensional indecomposable cone has at least n+ 1 
extremals. Also, as is well known, for each n > 3, there exists an n-dimen- 
sional indecomposable cone with n + 1 extremals. (An example can be found 
after Theorem 4.3 in [2].) Furthermore, we can prove-for instance, by 
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Lemma 1 below--that if a cone contains a non-degenerate indecomposable 
subcone, then it is indecomposable. Hence for each m > rr + 1, there exists an 
n-dimensional indecomposable cone with m extremals. One may ask the 
converse question: when will an indecomposable cone contain a proper 
non-degenerate indecomposable subcone? Clearly this is not always possible. 
For example, an n-dimensional indecomposable cone with n+ 1 extremals 
cannot contain one such subcone. We shall show that this is possible 
provided the cone has sufficiently many extremals. Precisely, we shall prove 
that every n-dimensional indecomposable cone, n > 3, contains a non-degen- 
erate indecomposable subcone which has no more than 2n-2 extremals 
(Theorem 1). Also we shall show that this result is “best possible” by 
constructing for each n > 3 an n-dimensional indecomposable cone with 
exactly 2n-2 extremals such that each of its proper non-degenerate subcone 
is decomposable (Theorem 2). 
2. NON-DEGENERATE INDECOMPOSABLE SUEICONES 
We shall often tacitly make use of the following obvious fact: if K, is a 
subcone of K, and K, is a subcone of K,, then K, is a subcone of K,. 
For any non-empty subset S, the set of all non-negative linear combina- 
tions of vectors in S will be denoted by hulls. ‘Clearly, for a cone K, 
hull(ExtK) = K. 
LEMMA 1. Zf I? is an indecomposable subcone of K, @K,, then l? i.s a 
subcone of either K, or K,. 
Proof. Obviously, K 2 (K II K,) + (K II K,). On the other hand, 
K=hull(ExtK) =hull[ExtFnExt(K,@K,)] 
=hull[(ExtanExtK,)u(ExtKnExtK,)]c(KnK,)+(KnK,). 
So K= (Kn K,) + (En K,). Furthermore, 
span(KnK,)nspan(KnK,)cspanK,nspanK,={O}. 
Hence, R=(Kn K,)@(Kn K,). S ince K is indecomposable, K is equal to 
either En K, or En K,. It follows that I? is either a subcone of K, or a 
subcone of K,. n 
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We readily obtain the following 
COROLLARY. Zf a cone contains a rum-degenerate indecomposable sub- 
cone, then it must be indecomposable. 
LEMMA 2. Every indecomposable cone contains a non-degenerate in&- 
composable polyhedral subcone. 
Proof. Let K be an n-dimensional indecomposable cone. Choose n 
linearly independent extremals of K, say x1,x2,. . . ,x,,. Consider a partition ?? 
of x1,x2,. . . ,x, into two parts, say {ra,, . . . ,x,}, {x0,, . . .,xp,}. Since K is 
indecomposable, there exists xoy E Ext K such that x9 6! span{ x, I, . . . , x+ } U 
span{xp,,..., xfl }. For each partition ‘?? we choose one such x9 There are 
only a finite n&mber of partitions. Let K be the polyhedral cone generated 
by xl,..., x,, together with all these x9. Clearly K is a non-degenerate 
indecomposable polyhedral subcone of K. n 
For any set S, the number of elements in S will be denoted by 1 S I. 
LEMMA 3. Zf K is an n-dimensional cm, then K contains a subcone K 
which has a proper non-degenerate indecomposable subcone whenever either 
of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) K is indecomposable and [Ext K I> 2n - 1, n > 3, 
(ii) K is decomposable and IExt K I> 2n - 2, n > 4. 
Proof. We shall prove the assertion by induction. For n = 3, the asser- 
tion is clearly true because every 3dimensional cone with 4 extremals is 
indecomposable. 
Suppose the assertion is true for cones of dimension less than n ( > 4). 
First consider the case when K is decomposable and [ExtK I> 2n-2. Let 
K=K,CBK, with l=GdimK,, dimK,<n-1. Since ]ExtK,I+lExtK,I= 
lExtKI>2n-2=2dimK,+2dimK,-2, we may assume IExtK,I>2dim 
K, - 1. Clearly then dim K, #_2. If dim K, > 3, then by the induction assump- 
tion K, contains a subcone K which has a proper non-degenerate indecom- 
posable subcone. If dimK,=l, then dimKz=n-dimK,>3 and IExtK,I> 
2 dim K, - 1, so the induction assumption again applies. 
Next consider an indecomposable cone K with IExt K I > 2n - 1. Choose 
any x E Ext K. By the first part of the proof, we need not consider the case 
when hull(Ext K \ { x}) is an n-dimensional decomposable cone. If dim hull 
(ExtK\{x})=n-1, th en number of extremals of hull(Ext K \ { x}) > 2n - 2 > 
2(n - 1) - 1, so the induction assumption applies. If hull(Ext K \ { x}) is an 
n-dimensional indecomposable cone, then we may just choose K to be K. H 
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BEMARK. By induction we can prove that if K is an n-dimensional cone 
with IExt K I> n + 1, n > 3, then K contains an indecomposable subcone of 
dimension greater than 2. Lemma 3 provides an answer to the following less 
trivial question: when will an n-dimensional cone K contain a subcone K 
which has a proper non-degenerate indecomposable subcone? (By the 
corollary of Lemma 1, K, if it exists, is certainly indecomposable.) 
LEMMA 4. Let K be a subcone of an ir$xomposable cone K. Suppose 
there exists an x E Ext K such t&t hull(Ext K \ { x}) is a proper nondegenm- 
ate indecomposable subcow of K. Then hull(ExtK \{x}) i.s a proper non-de- 
generate indecomposable subcone of K. 
Proof. First of all, hull(Ext K \ { x}) is of the same dimension as K, for 
otherwise, K could be written as a non-trivial direct sum hull(Ext K \ { x}) CD 
hull{ x}. Assume the contrary that hull(Ext K \{ x}) can be expressed as a 
non-trivial direct sum K, $ K,. Since hull(Ext K\{ x}) is an indecomposable 
subcone of hull(Ext K \ { x}), by lemma 1 hull(ExtF\ { x}) is a subcone of K, 
or K,. Fdermore, since dimK =dimhull(ExtK \{ x}), x belongs to span 
hull(Ext K \{ x}); hence x belongs to span K, or span K,. It follows that K is 
decomposable, which is a contradiction. n 
From Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 we readily obtain 
THEOREM 1. Zf K is an n-dimensional iruZecomposa_ble cone, n > 3, @n 
it contains a non-degenerate indecomposable subcone K such that [ExtK I< 
2n-2. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
We can show that the result of Theorem 1 is “best possible” in the 
following sense. 
THEOREM 2. For each n > 3, there exists an n-di rnensiml indecompos- 
able cone K with [Ext K [=2n -2 such that each of its proper non-degener- 
ate subcones is decomposable. 
Proof. Let xi, x,, x5,,. . . , Q+_~ be n - 1 linearly independent vectors, and 
choose some x0 outside span{ xi, CC,, . . . , xzn _ 3}. (We assume that the underly- 
ing vector space is of dimension > n.) For each k, 1 < k < n - 1, let x,, = x, 
- *2k- 1’ (We may equally welI let xzk = x0 + xzk_i.) Also let K = 
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hull{x,,xs,..., x2, _ s}. We are going to show that K is an n-dimensional cone 
with the required properties. 
Obviously dim K = n. If n =3, it is clear that our construction will 
produce a cone of dimension 3 with the required properties. Assume that our 
construction can produce cones of dimension less than n with the required 
properties.Thenforeachk, l<k<n-l,hull{x,,x2 ,..., x~__r,x~ ,..., ~~~_a} 
is an n - 1 dimensional cone with the required properties. (The terms under 
the symbol A are to be deleted.) Furthermore, 
because x~+x~=x~~_~+x~~=x~~_~+x~~_~. Also Kn(-K)=(O). Other- 
wise, there exist & > 0 (1 <i < 2n -2), not all zero, such that Arx, +&x2 
+ . . . + A,, _ sxzn _ s = 0. Hence 
A,x, + . . . +h2n-3XZn_3+h2n_2(X1+x~--XZn__3)=0. 
That is, 
Since x,,_,~span{x,,x,,...,x,,_,}, we have X2n_-2-h2n_-3=0 and 
(X1+X2”-2)X1+(Az+hz,_z)xz+X3x~+ . . . +h,,_,x,,_,=O. 
But hull{x,,x,,..., xzYZn+} is a cone, so 
A, +&?n-2 =X2+X2n_2=h3= . . . =X2n_4=0. 
It follows that X, =X2 = . . . =h2n_-2 = 0. This is a contradiction. Therefore, K 
is a cone. Applying similar reasoning, we can show that x1, x2,. . . , xzn_s are 
the extremals of K. 
Next, by induction assumption, hull{ x1, x2, . . . , x2, _-4} is an n - 1 dimen- 
sional indecomposable cone. Also we have proved that x~~_~, 
x2n-2~span{x,,x,,...,x,,-,}. Using Lemma 1, it follows readily that K is 
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indecomposable. Finally, for each k, 1 < k <n - 1, we have 
hull{ x1, x2 A ,..., x2&r,xsk,.*., x2,-2} =hu11{x2k) 
CBhull{x, ,..., x&-r,xk ,..., xZn-2} 
and 
hull{x,,...,x,k_,,x&..,x,,-,}=hull{x,k-,} 
@hull{ x r Y..., xz9-r,xZ&...~xZn-2 1. 
Therefore, every proper non-degenerate subcone of K is decomposable. n 
The cone K constructed in the proof of Theorem 2 satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a) For each k, 1 < k <n, each of the subcones 
hull{x,,xa ,..., x2-r ,..., x2n_2}, hull{xl,xz,...,x~,...,xz,-2) 
is an n-dimensional decomposable cone and can be expressed as a non-trivial 
direct sum in a unique way, namely, 
hull{x,,x, ,..., xb ,..., x2Zn_2}=hu~{x,,x2,...,x~-~,x~,...~xzn-z} 
@hull{ xzk--l). 
Furthermore, hull{ x1, x2,. . . ,x2$_ 1, x&, . . . ,x~~_~} is an n-l dimensional cone 
of the same kind as K. 
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(b) n;;:span{r sk i,xzk} is a l-dimensional subspace. _ 
In fact we can show that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied by every 
cone K mentioned in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let K be an n-dimensional indecomposable cone with 
IExt K I= 2n - 2, n > 3, such that each of its proper nondegenerate subcones 
is decomposable. Then the extremuls of K can be indexed, say x1,x2, 
. . . , x2, _-2, in such a way that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
For convenience we state the following lemma, which follows readily 
from Lemmas 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be an n-dimensional cone with IExt K j=2n - 2, n > 3. 
The following two conditions on K are equivalent: 
(i) K is indecomposable and contains rw proper non-&generate indecom- 
posabk subcone. 
(ii) No subcone of K contains a proper non-degenerate indecomposable 
subcone. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Choose an x EE~~K. Then hull(ExtK \{ x}) is a 
proper non-degenerate subcone of K. So it is decomposable and can be 
expressed as a non-trivial direct sum, say K,@ K,. We are going to show that 
the summands are of dimension either 1 or n - 1. Assume the contrary, that 
l<dimK,, dimK,<n-1. Since IExtK,I+IExtK21=IExtK\{x}l=2dimK, 
+2dimKa-3, we may suppose that IExtK,I>2dimK,-1. Then clearly 
dim K, # 2. Hence dim K, > 3, and by Lemma 3, K, contains a subcone K 
which has a proper non-degenerate indecomposable subcone. On the other 
hand, by Lemma 5, K as a subcone of K should contain no proper 
non-degenerate indecomposable subcone. So we arrive at a contradiction. 
Thus we have shown that there exists y EE~~K which satisfies hull(Ext K \ 
{x})=hull{ y}@hull(ExtK\{x,y}). M oreover, we also have hull(Ext K \ 
{ y})=hull{x}@hull(ExtK\{x,y}) because x@span(ExtK\{x,y}). Now 
hull(ExtK\{x,y}) is an n - 1 dimensional cone with 2( n - 1) - 2 extremals. 
Also as a subcone of K, it must possess the property that each of its subcones 
contains no proper non-degenerate indecomposable subcone. Hence hull- 
(Ext K \ { x, y }) is an n - 1 dimensional cone of the same kind as K. To prove 
that there is a unique way to express hull(Ext K \ { x}) as a non-trivial direct 
sum, suppose there exists w EExtK, w#y, such that hull(ExtK \{ x}) = 
hull{w}@hull(ExtK\{ X, w}). Since hull(Ext\{ X, y}) is an indecomposable 
subcone of hull(Ext K \ { x}), using Lemma 1, we can show that hull(Ext K \ 
{x, y}) is a subcone of hull(ExtK \{x, w}). This is a contradiction, because 
w E hull(Ext K \{ x, y}); We have shown that K satisfies condition (a). 
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By condition (a), hull{ x3, ;r,, . . . , x~,_~} is an 12 - 1 dimensional cone of the 
same kind as K. Furthermore, huII{ x,, xs, . . . , x+2) = huII{x,} @ 
huII{Xs,Xs,...,rsn-s >, because ~pan{x,}nspan(~~,~~,...,~~~-~)csp~{x,} 
nspan{~l~% x5,%..., xsn_s}={O}. Hence huII{x5,x6,...,xZn_s} is an n-2 
dimensional cone of the same kind as K. By using the argument repeatedly 
we can show that huh{ x _ x _ x _ x _ } is a 4dimensionaI cone (of 2n 5, 2n 47 2n 39 2n 2 
the same kind as K). Therefore, span{x2,_,,x2,_4}nspan{x2,_3,x2,_2} is a 
l-dimensional subspace. Using similar argument, we can prove that for each 
pair i,j, l<i,j<n-1, i#i, span{x2i_,,x2i}nspan{x2i_,,x2i} is a l-dimen- 
sional subspace. It follows that n ;I$pan{ xzk_ i,xsk} is a l-dimensional 
supspace. Thus K also satisfies condition (b). n 
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